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Beyond the Distributed Practice
Effect: Is Distributed Learning Also
Effective for Learning With
Non-repeated Text Materials?
Carla Elisabeth Greving* and Tobias Richter

Department of Psychology IV, University of Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany

Distributed learning is often recommended as a general learning strategy, but previous
research has established its benefits mainly for learning with repeated materials. In two
experiments, we investigated distributed learning with complementary text materials.
77 (Experiment 1) and 130 (Experiment 2) seventh graders read two texts, massed vs.
distributed, by 1 week (Experiment 1) or 15 min (Experiment 2). Learning outcomes
were measured immediately and 1 week later and metacognitive judgments of learning
were assessed. In Experiment 1, distributed learning was perceived as more difficult
than massed learning. In both experiments, massed learning led to better outcomes
immediately after learning but learning outcomes were lower after 1 week. No such
decrease occurred for distributed learning, yielding similar outcomes for massed and
distributed learning after 1 week. In sum, no benefits of distributed learning vs. massed
learning were found, but distributed learning might lower the decrease in learning
outcomes over time.

Keywords: distributed practice, learning from text, retention interval, spacing effect, reading

INTRODUCTION

Learning from texts is crucial for knowledge acquisition in school and in higher education.
However, rereading texts is time-consuming and does not necessarily lead to successful learning
(Dunlosky et al., 2013). Thus, exploring strategies that can improve learning from text is an
important research focus. One central question is whether this goal can be accomplished better
by making the comprehension process easier or by making it more difficult, which might engage
the reader in deeper processing of the text (McNamara et al., 1996). The latter strategy is consistent
with the desirable difficulties approach. Desirable difficulties are properties of learning procedures
that make the learning process subjectively difficult, which may hamper learning in the short run
but foster better long-term retention (Bjork, 1994; Bjork and Bjork, 2011; Lipowsky et al., 2015).
Desirable difficulties might be involved in different learning procedures such as retrieval practice
and distributed practice. Regarding the underlying cognitive mechanisms, several theories assume
that the retrieval and activation of prior knowledge during learning is important for making a
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learning difficulty desirable (Delaney et al., 2010; Bjork and Bjork,
2011; Toppino and Gerbier, 2014).

In learning from text, a desirable difficulty can be introduced
by distributing the rereading of text materials, thus, reading
the same material for the second time, over time. Distributed
rereading has been shown to enhance learning outcomes in
the long run (in free recall d = 0.56, Rawson, 2012; in free
recall d = 0.73, in text comprehension performance d = 0.53
Rawson and Kintsch, 2005). However, apart from self-regulated
learning for an exam or test, the application of distributed
rereading in learning situations is limited because it only focuses
on repetition. In classroom learning, reviewing materials is
uncommon (Dempster, 1989). For example, when reading a
textbook in school, texts are rarely read repeatedly but instead
are followed by reading new texts (e.g., an advanced chapter
in a textbook) that are related to texts read earlier (e.g.,
an introductory chapter in a textbook). The extent that the
distribution of learning time functions as a desirable difficulty
when reading two or more texts that are complementary to each
other remains an open question.

In the present research, we investigated whether distributed
reading of two complementary texts (similar to subsequent
chapters in a textbook) makes learning from these texts more
difficult for school students but simultaneously improves long-
term retention. We assumed that the information given in the
first text must be retrieved when reading the second text to
establish coherence, which is more difficult when the texts are
distributed over time. This retrieval difficulty should lead to
better text recall, especially in the long run. In the following
sections, we discuss the relevant processes underlying learning
with texts. We discuss the effects of prior knowledge and how
information is (re)activated when reading. Based on a discussion
of distributed practice, we propose the idea of distribution by
time in learning with complementary texts.

Improving Learning From Text
Learning from text is based on comprehending the text, which
involves the construction of a situation model (also termed
mental model) of the text content. The situation model goes
beyond a representation of the text itself (surface representation)
or the information explicitly given in a text (propositional
textbase, Kintsch, 1994). Deep understanding of texts and long-
term learning might benefit especially from the active retrieval of
information from long-term memory, which can be interpreted
according to the principle of generative learning (Wittrock, 2010)
or learning as active information processing (Mayer, 1996). In
their landscape model of reading, van den Broek et al. (1996)
termed this process as coherence-based retrieval. Contrary to the
process of cohort activation, which is based on a passive spread-
of-activation mechanism, coherence-based retrieval is a strategic,
slow, and effortful process that aims at establishing coherence in
accordance with readers’ goals and standards of coherence.

Previous research has examined numerous possibilities to
improve learning from text by increasing the difficulty of text
processing and, arguably, by promoting active, coherence-based
retrieval during comprehension. Several studies by McNamara
and colleagues looked at the effects of lowered text cohesion on

learning. These studies found that better (i.e., more cohesive)
texts improve the comprehension of students with low prior
knowledge, whereas the opposite was found for high-knowledge
students (reverse coherence effect, McNamara and Kintsch, 1996;
McNamara et al., 1996). Low-cohesion texts seem to foster
the active retrieval of prior knowledge and knowledge-based
inferences of high-knowledge students, which might account
for their higher comprehension outcomes (McNamara, 2001).
However, this effect also seems to depend on reading skill, as
skilled readers also have been shown to profit from high-cohesion
texts (Ozuru et al., 2009). Therefore, especially less skilled readers
need low cohesion texts to activate their prior knowledge.

Other text features have been varied to assess the extent
that they stimulate active processing of information such as
local and global coherence (Boscolo and Mason, 2003), syntactic
structure of sentences (Feng et al., 2013), presentation format,
text organization and example context (McCrudden et al.,
2004), sentence order and letter deletion (McDaniel et al.,
2002), and verb cohesion and syntactic simplicity (Mills et al.,
2015), but these studies have yielded mixed results of increased
processing difficulty, ranging from positive effects to negative
effects on learning. Apart from obvious differences in the
manipulation of text difficulty, one condition that might have
contributed to the inconsistent results is that learning outcomes
were measured immediately after reading in these studies. But
desirable difficulties might play out their advantages in particular
at longer intervals between learning and assessment of learning
outcomes (Rawson and Kintsch, 2005; Pashler et al., 2007;
Rawson, 2012; but see also Dunlosky et al., 2013).

Distribution of Text Reading as Special
Case of Distributed Practice
Distributing text reading over time might be another largely
unexplored possibility to promote active processing and
especially to retrieve information when learning from texts.
The effects of temporal spacing of materials have been studied
extensively with regard to distributed practice in which
repetitions of the same materials (or repetitive practice of similar
materials) are distributed into several (shorter) learning sessions
rather than one (longer) learning session (massed practice).
For this type of learning, spacing usually has positive effects,
especially for long-term retention, a phenomenon called the
spacing effect (Cepeda et al., 2006). Longer interstudy intervals
(i.e., the time between repetitions) are usually better for longer
retention intervals, a phenomenon also known as the lag effect
(Cepeda et al., 2006, 2008; Rohrer, 2015). In accordance with
Cepeda et al. (2006) and Küpper-Tetzel (2014), we will use the
term distributed practice to refer to both effects, thus, the spacing
and the lag effect.

Positive effects of distributed practice have mainly been
shown for simpler materials such as word pairs or learning the
vocabulary of a foreign language (Cepeda et al., 2006, 2008, 2009),
but some studies have also established distributed practice effects
for more complex materials such as science concepts (Vlach and
Sandhofer, 2012; Vlach, 2014) and expository texts (Rawson and
Kintsch, 2005; Verkoeijen et al., 2008; Rawson, 2012; but see
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Greving and Richter, 2019, who did not find a benefit in seventh
graders). Thus, distributed practice seems to be beneficial for
learning with a broad range of materials.

Overall, the benefits of distributed practice are a robust
empirical phenomenon (Cepeda et al., 2006; Carpenter et al.,
2012). Donovan and Radosevich (1999) reported in their meta-
analysis an overall mean weighted effect size (Cohen’s d) of 0.46
(95% CI [0.42, 0.50]). In their review of learning techniques,
Dunlosky et al. (2013) evaluated distributed practice as having
high utility for learning. Despite these findings, students seem to
underrate the effectiveness of distributed practice (see Son and
Simon, 2012 for a review). For example, when learners were asked
immediately after learning to estimate the proportion of items
they would correctly recall in a posttest, their estimates were
higher for items learned in a massed fashion compared to items
learned in a distributed fashion (Kornell, 2009). One possible
explanation for the negative effects of distributed practice on the
meta-cognitive judgment of predicted learning success might be a
lower experienced fluency during distributed practice (Alter and
Oppenheimer, 2009; Bjork et al., 2013), which would be in line
with the interpretation that distributed practice could induce a
desirable difficulty.

Schwartz et al. (2011) defined distributed practice as “learning
that is spread out across relatively long periods of time rather
than massed all at once” (p. 10). This definition suggests that the
benefits of spacing might not be restricted to learning materials
that are repeated explicitly but also extend to learning with related
but not repeated materials. Nevertheless, currently, the evidence
for beneficial effects of distributing non-repeated learning
materials over time is scarce. To prevent misunderstandings, we
will use the term distributed learning to refer to the distribution of
learning materials that are not repeated and the term distributed
practice for learning that involves the distribution of repeated
learning materials. Please note that the term distributed learning
might also be understood as a superordinate term that subsumes
both forms of learning with materials that are distributed
overtime but that we use it in a more specific way here to
designate distributed learning with non-repeated materials.

Especially, we are interested in distributed learning with
multiple, complementary texts. At this point, it is useful to
define the notion of text. We use a broad definition of text here
according to which a “text represents the inscription of ideas
in linguistic form” (Alexander and Jetton, 2003, p. 201). Thus,
texts are made of written or spoken words, possibly accompanied
by other modes of representation such as graphs, pictures, or
animated pictures. We speak of a “text” when it can stand on its
own, that is when the average reader can, in principle, establish a
globally coherent, meaningful representation of the text content
by reading the text (or listening to it) and drawing on their prior
knowledge. Thus, textbook chapters usually qualify as texts in
the sense of this definition, whereas, for example, paragraphs
within a chapter would not be texts because they do not make
sense when read on their own. That said, the example of textbook
chapters shows that reading one text can be particularly helpful
to understand another one. School learning often involves the
reading of multiple texts that cover different aspects of the
same topic such as subsequent chapters in a textbook. Those

texts can be framed as complementary texts. Complementary
texts are multiple texts that are “convergent and require adding
pieces of information together” (Primor and Katzir, 2018, p. 4;
see also Richter et al., 2020). As Carpenter et al. (2012) noted,
textbooks typically do not provide distributed repetition of
concepts. Content provided earlier in the textbook often serves
as background knowledge that is helpful for understanding later
chapters. For example, the first lesson in a science class that
covers the complex topic of cell biology might require students to
view the plant cell under the microscope and then consult their
textbook to read information about the different components
of the cell (e.g., the functions of different organelles). In the
next lesson, students might read the subsequent textbook chapter
about the bacterial cell. In this chapter, they would learn about
the structure of the bacterial cell and which organelles can
be found in the bacterial cell. However, in this chapter, the
functions of the organelles will not be explained again. Thus, the
students must retrieve this information from memory to fully
understand the chapter. The time between lessons could also vary.
The second lesson might follow immediately after the first one
(massed learning) or after some time has elapsed between the two
lessons (distributed learning). This scenario leads to the question
of whether the well-established benefits of the distribution of
learning also occur for reading complementary but non-repeated
text materials in the school learning environment.

An indication that distributed practice effects may occur even
without repetition was provided by Braun and Rubin (1998,
Experiment 3). In this experiment, the participants learned word
lists with massed and distributed presentation of word pairs.
The two words that formed a pair began with the same three
letters. For example, if the first word was BURden, the second
was BURlap (example from Delaney et al., 2010). Although
the second word was not an exact repetition of the first word
(i.e., only a partial overlap), a spacing effect occurred for the
first and the second word. A study by Vlach and Sandhofer
(2012) is another example of distributed learning without explicit
repetition. Notably, these authors used more complex materials
in a real-world educational setting. They investigated whether
distributed practice can aid the generalization of science concepts
in children. Elementary school students were taught the concept
of food chains. The children received four lessons in massed
(all sessions in immediate succession on 1 day), clumped (two
sessions on 1 day, two sessions on the next day) or spaced (one
session per day for 4 days) schedules. In each of the lessons,
the food chain was illustrated within a different biome. Thus,
the materials were not repeated exactly as in typical distributed-
practice studies, but the concept of food chains was repeatedly
embedded in different contexts. 1 week after the final learning
session, the ability to make simple and complex generalizations
of the concept to a new biome was assessed with two tasks.
Children with a distributed learning schedule outperformed
children with a massed learning schedule in both tasks (d = 0.89,
respectively, d = 1.91, calculated from η2). Another study of
distributed learning with non-repeated materials was conducted
by Smith and Rothkopf (1984). In an 8-h statistics course,
parts of the course (four videotaped sessions) were presented
in a distributed fashion with an interstudy interval of 1 day
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or massed within 1 day with only short breaks between the
sessions. After 5 days, participants who received the distributed
sessions outperformed participants who received the sessions
in a massed fashion in free and cued recall with an increase
of 13% and 14%, respectively. In a more recent study, Randler
et al. (2008) investigated blocked vs. traditional teaching in
biology class. The traditional condition received four lessons
of 45 min each in a weekly schedule, while in the blocked
condition, the students received all lessons within one morning.
Immediately after the last lesson, students in the traditional
condition outperformed students in the blocked condition,
whereas no difference was found 7 weeks after the last lesson.
In sum, these studies provide evidence of distributed learning
effects with non-repeated materials. However, to our knowledge,
no research exists that has examined distributed learning effects
in learning with multiple, complementary texts.

RATIONALE OF THE PRESENT
EXPERIMENTS

We conducted two experiments to test the assumption that the
temporal distribution of complementary multiple texts leads to
better learning. Both experiments were conducted with students
in Grade 7 (12–13 years old) in the school classroom. The
experimental materials covered two different domains to gain
tentative information about the generalizability of results. In
Experiment 1, participants received the texts from both domains
(within-subjects, Figure 1). In Experiment 2, each participant
received only the texts from one domain, that is, topic was varied
between-subjects.

Two pairs of expository texts from the natural sciences
(biology and physics) were developed to match the typical
contents and difficulty of texts that seventh graders read in
their regular classes. The texts were coherent with each other in
the sense that the second text built on concepts from the first
text, resembling subsequent textbook chapters. Learners were
randomly assigned to one of two learning conditions. They read
the two texts per domain in a massed fashion or in a distributed
fashion with a learning interval of 1 week (Experiment 1) or
15 min (Experiment 2) between the two texts. Immediately after
learning, students judged four aspects of the learning process.
They indicated the perceived difficulty of the reading task and
predicted their learning success. Furthermore, they rated the
perceived similarity between the texts and perceived learning
coherence. Learning outcomes were assessed approximately
5 min after learning (immediate) and 1 week later (delayed).

The following hypotheses were derived from the theoretical
considerations laid out in the previous sections:

Hypothesis 1 (main hypothesis): We expected the potential
learning benefits of distributed learning for learning from
both texts to depend on time of test. Immediately after
learning (that is immediately after reading the second text),
we expected no benefits of distributed over massed reading
(Hypothesis 1a), whereas a learning benefit of distributed

reading should emerge at a longer time interval of 1 week
after learning (Hypothesis 1b).

Hypothesis 2: We expected domain-specific prior
knowledge to be a positive predictor of learning outcomes.
Text comprehension and learning from text are based
on integrating new information with existing knowledge
(Kintsch, 1988). In line with this general notion, numerous
empirical studies found domain-specific prior knowledge
to be a strong predictor of text comprehension and learning
from text (e.g., Schneider et al., 1989; Ozuru et al., 2009).

Hypothesis 3: We expected that distributed learning – as
desirable difficulty – should lead to overall higher perceived
difficulty (Hypothesis 3a) and lower expected learning
success (Hypothesis 3b) compared to massed reading.

Hypothesis 4: Finally, we expected the perceived similarity
(Hypothesis 4a), that is how similar participants judged
the texts read at the two learning occasions, and learning
coherence (Hypothesis 4b), that is as how strong they
judged the relationships of the two text, to be lower in the
distributed than in the massed condition. This hypothesis
can be derived from the assumption that the passive
retrieval of information is more difficult and therefore less
likely to be successful in distributed learning.

In addition to testing these hypotheses, three learner
characteristics, reading ability, working memory capacity,
and (in Experiment 1) reading strategy knowledge
were examined to control for pre-existing differences in
these variables.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 examined distributed learning with a 1-week
interval between reading the first and second text in the
distributed condition, as opposed to no interval in the massed
condition. The time interval was chosen because school lessons
often follow a weekly schedule, which makes a 1-week learning
interval an ecologically valid interval with which to start.
Moreover, learning intervals of 1 week have been used in previous
studies on distributed rereading (e.g., Rawson and Kintsch, 2005).

Method
Design
Experiment 1 was based on a 2 × 2 × 2 design with the
independent variables learning condition (massed vs. distributed
learning), retention interval (immediate vs. 1-week delay),
and domain (biology vs. physics). Learning condition was
varied between participants, retention interval and domain
were varied within participants. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of the two learning conditions within classes,
thus, all experimental conditions were realized in each class.
The assignment of the two different comprehension tests
to one of the two retention intervals was counterbalanced
between participants.
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FIGURE 1 | Procedure of Experiment 1. An illustration of the procedure of Experiment 1. Order of topics was counterbalanced between students (only one example
is shown here). PK = Assessment of prior knowledge; ELVES = Assessment of reading ability; RSPAN = Assessment of working memory; WLST = Assessment of
reading strategy knowledge; Biology 1 = first text biology; JOL = assessment of meta-cognitive judgments of the learning process; Physics 1 = first text Physics;
Biology 2 = second text biology; Physics 2 = second text physics; Learning outcome physics = assessment of learning outcome for physics; and Learning outcome
biology = assessment of learning outcome for biology. Learning outcomes were measured immediate after learning (immediate) and 1 week delayed (delayed).

Participants
Ninety-seven seventh graders (52 boys, 45 girls) with a mean
age of 12.32 years (SD = 0.47, age was not reported for nine
students) from four classes of a German comprehensive school
participated in the experiment. Parental permission was obtained
for all participating students. Students without permission did
not participate in the experiment. For those students, no data
was recorded due to data protection regulations. Therefore,
we have no information how many students did not receive
their parents’ permission to participate in the study. Students
were randomly assigned to either the massed learning condition
(n = 50) or distributed learning condition (n = 47). Students
received sweets after each of the sessions and a magic cube
puzzle after the last session as a reward for participation.
Fourteen students missed one of the two learning sessions and
were excluded from all analyses. Four students missed the first
session in which the domain-specific prior knowledge test was
assessed. Their data was excluded from analysis. The data of
one student was excluded because of technical problems. In the
end, 77 participants (massed learning condition: 38; distributed
condition: 39) remained in the sample.

Power Analysis
This study was the first to investigate distributed reading with
complementary text materials, which made it impossible to form
expectations about effect sizes based on previous studies. The
experiment was conducted in the classroom with a heterogeneous
sample, which is likely to limit possible effects. Therefore, we
based power calculations on the assumption of a small population
effect (d = 0.3 or OR = 1.72, respectively), following Cohen’s
conventions for effect sizes (Cohen, 1988). The power (1-β) for
finding an interaction effect between learning condition and
retention interval of this size, determined by simulation with the

R package simr (Green and MacLeod, 2016), was high (1.000,
95% CI [0.996, 1.000]) given the assumed Type-I error probability
(α ) of 0.05.

Text Materials
Two experimental texts were developed for each of the two
domains. For the biology domain, the first text explained the
plant cell and its components, and the second text explained the
bacterial cell. For the physics domain, the first text explained
the law of conversation of energy, and the second text explained
the first law of thermodynamics. The length of the texts ranged
from 504 to 633 words and the Flesch reading ease (German
formula, Amstad, 1978) ranged from 46 to 60. The biology texts
contained images illustrating the structure of the respective cell;
this image was presented during the whole text. We added this
image to enhance comprehension of the cell structure and to
enhance the ecological validity of the text, as expository texts in
biology usually contain images. The first physics text contained
an illustrative image of an experiment by James Prescott Joules,
which was explained in the text. See Supplementary Appendix A
for translations of the texts used in the experiment.

The texts were constructed as self-containing texts,
comparable to two chapters in the same textbook. The texts
were related to each other, but Text 2 was still comprehendible
without reading the Text 1, provided that the relevant prior
knowledge was available. Nevertheless, in Text 1, some basic
information was provided, which was relevant for understanding
Text 2 but not repeated in this text. For example, in the set of
biology texts, the function of the ribosomes were explained in
Text 1, but not in Text 2, even if in Text 2 it is mentioned that
bacterial cell have ribosomes as well. In the set of the physics
text, is was explained in Text 1 what the term closed system
means, but in Text 1, the definition was not repeated, although
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the term is needed to understand the concept of internal energy.
The topic of both the biology and the physics texts were chosen
after consultation with teachers. The criteria were that the topics
should be optional parts of the school curriculum that are not
taught regularly in school. We also made sure that the topics
were indeed not taught in the participating classes. Therefore, we
considered the prior knowledge to be low enough to (1) be able
to acquire new knowledge by reading the texts and (2) make Text
1 relevant for full comprehension of Text 2.

Assessment of Learning Outcomes (Text
Comprehension)
For each domain, two comprehension test forms (A and B)
were constructed to assess learning outcomes. Each test form
contained eight short-answer questions and seven multiple-
choice questions (one correct response, three distractors). The
two different types of questions were used because of their
different requirements regarding memory processes (cued recall
and recognition) and the accompanying differences in item
difficulty. Each student received each test form, counterbalanced
at either the immediate or the delayed test. The different test
forms were constructed to ensure that different questions are
posed at the two times of tests. The questions were constructed
in pairs (except two questions in biology), thus, the questions
differed in their wording (and/or type) but referred to the
same information.

For example, one short-answer question was, A bacteria cell
does not have a cell nucleus. But where can you find the genome
of the bacteria cell?, and one multiple-choice questions was, To
which kind of organism does the bacteria cell belong?, with the
response options (a) Prokaryotes, (b) Eukaryotes, (c) Plasmid,
and (d) Organelle. The order of questions was randomized. All
answers to the short-answer questions were scored as either
incorrect (0) or correct (1) by two independent raters who were
blind to the experimental conditions (Cohen’s κ = 0.91). In the
few instances of disagreement (0.5%), the score provided by one
of the two raters (determined randomly) was used.

The questions could be answered based on information from
both texts (12%), from Text 1 (45%), or from Text 2 (43%).
The questions referring to Text 1 and 2 asked for information
explicitly given in the respective text. The questions referring
to information from both texts made a form of intertextual
inference necessary, such as comparing plant and bacterial cell.

In a pilot study, 82 students from 3 classes of a comprehensive
school read the two texts of one of the two domains (randomly
assigned) in massed fashion. Afterward, they answered questions
(33 in biology, 28 in physics) and solved a cloze with 12 gaps.
Following the feedback of the teacher of the classes as well as the
item difficulties and conceptional reasons, we decided to remove
the cloze from the test and revised the questions intensely.
11 questions were removed (7 biology questions, 2 physics
questions). One biology question was divided into two parallel
questions and 7 multiple-choice questions (3 biology questions,
4 physics questions) were additionally created paralleling tested
short-answer questions. Furthermore, all questions were revised
in wording, adding some background to the questions to increase
the retrievability. For example, one question was Why is the

golgi apparatus called post office?. In revision, we added the
following background information: Plant cells have an organelle,
which is called golgi apparatus. The golgi apparatus is also called
post office as introduction of the question and added the suffix
Justify your answer.

Nevertheless, the items were still difficult, with a mean item
difficulty of 0.20 (SD = 0.16) in the short-answer questions and
a mean item difficulty of 0.41 (SD = 0.15) for multiple-choice
questions. Cronbach’s α for the different learning outcomes tests
ranged from 0.71 and 0.59 (physics form A and B) and 0.72 and
0.62 (biology form A and B).

Assessment of Domain-Specific Prior Knowledge
For the biology assessment, the participants answered two short-
answer questions about basic terms that appeared in the text.
Additionally, they received images of the cell structures of the
bacterial and plant cell and were required to label the components
of the cells. For the physics assessment, the participants answered
five short-answer questions about basic terms that appeared
in the text. The different amount of questions was chosen
because we assumed that the labeling questions would take longer
and produce more variance than the short-answer questions.
The order of the domains and questions within domains were
randomized. One third of the responses were scored by two
independent raters (Cohen’s κ = 0.75). The internal consistency
was low (biology: Cronbach’s α = 0.57 95% CI [0.43,0.65];
physics: Cronbach’s α = 0.38, 95% CI [0.17,0.54]). However, as
the questions were developed to cover the curriculum-orientated
knowledge within the two domains, the questions differ relative
broad in topic [e.g., one question about the (plant) cell, one
question about the genetic makeup]. For a curriculum-based
knowledge test like this, internal consistency might not be the
most informative way to estimate reliability (Schmitt, 1996).
Moreover, prior knowledge was generally low in the present
sample, which restricts the item variance and, hence, the inter-
item correlations that the internal consistency is based on.
Considering these circumstances, we decided to proceed with the
prior knowledge measure despite the low internal consistencies.

Assessment of Further Learner Characteristics
To control for pre-experimental differences between the
experimental groups, we assessed several learner characteristics.
In a teacher questionnaire, we asked the teachers to provide
the students’ grades in biology and physics (ranging from
1 = “very good” to 6 = “unsatisfactory”) along with other learner
characteristics such as age. Knowledge about reading strategies
was assessed with the Würzburger Lesestrategie Test (WLST;
Würzburg Reading Strategy Test; Schlagmüller and Schneider,
2007; split-half reliability: r = 0.90, estimated in a sample of
4,490 students in Grades 7–11). Reading ability was assessed
with the subtest sentence verification of the German-speaking
test of reading abilities ELVES (Richter and van Holt, 2005;
Cronbach’s α = 0.83 assessed in the current sample) and working
memory with a computerized version of a Reading Span Task
(RSPAN; Oberauer et al., 2000; Cronbach’s α = 0.86, assessed in
the current sample). These learner characteristics were included
only to control for differences between learning conditions.
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Metacognitive Judgments of the Learning Process
After each text, participants judged several aspects of the reading
process on 5-point Likert scales. They made a prediction of
their learning success (What do you think, how well will you
remember the content of the text you just read?; response options
ranging from 1: very bad to 5: very good) and rated the perceived
reading difficulty (How difficult was it for you to read the text?;
response options ranging from 1: very difficult to 5: not difficult
at all). After reading the second text, they rated the perceived
similarity of the texts (three items, e.g., The structure of the two
texts was very similar, Cronbach’s α = 0.97, response options
ranging from 1: not true to 5: true) and the perceived learning
coherence (Reading the second text helped me to understand
what the first text was about, response options ranging from 1:
not true to 5: true).

Procedure
All materials were presented on notebook computers (16.6”
screen) and with the software Inquisit 3, 2011 (Inquisit 3
[Computer Software] (Version 3.0.6.0)). The experiment was
conducted in the classroom and consisted of four sessions
(Figure 1). In the first session, students received examples for
the different question types and an example of the reading task.
Afterward, the participants completed the four tasks related to
learner characteristics: the assessment of domain specific prior
knowledge, the WLST, the ELVES, and the RSPAN tests. In some
classes, the RSPAN or the ELVES or both could not be conducted
during the pretest session. In this case, the tests were conducted
at the end of the final session.

The procedure at the remaining three sessions varied
depending on the learning condition. In the second session, the
participants were randomly assigned to the learning conditions.
In the second and third session, the participants either read two
texts in one domain (massed condition) or one text each of the
two domains (distributed condition). Learning outcomes for each
domain were assessed immediately after reading the second text
in the domain and 1 week later.

All sessions started with a general instruction read aloud by
the student research assistant who conducted the experiment.
The instructions used in Experiment 1 are displayed in
Supplementary Appendix C. In the pretest, the instruction
of each task was read aloud. For the following sessions
all instructions were presented on screen. Participants were
informed that they would read multiple texts. However, they did
not know when they would read the texts and when the respective
tests would take place. Thus, the participants were not aware
about the assignment to different reading conditions. During
the sessions, two instructors were present to help with technical
problems and to ensure that all participants were working
quietly. The participants read the experimental texts with the
moving-window-method in a self-paced fashion. While reading,
all sentences except the one that participants were currently
reading were blurred. Thus, they could only read one sentence
at a time. Participants were able to advance to the next sentences
by pressing a key and to return to the previous sentences for
rereading by pressing another key.

In two classes, the sessions could not be conducted as
scheduled, which resulted in fewer days between Session 2 and
Session 3 or between Session 3 and Session 4. Consequently,
10 participants in the distributed condition read the texts with
a learning interval of 3 days instead of 1 week. For 10 other
participants, the retention interval for the delayed test for at least
one of the domains was only 3 days, and for 21 participants
the delay was 6 days instead of 1 week. To examine the impact
of these deviations from the experiment schedule, we ran all
analyses regarding learning outcomes with and without the data
of these participants. The effects remained unchanged. Therefore,
we report the results for the full data set.

Data Analysis
We used generalized linear mixed effect models (GLMMs) for
analyzing the effects of the independent variables on learning
outcomes. The GLMM analyses were performed with the R
packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015), lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al.,
2017), and lsmeans (Lenth, 2016). GLMM was used because
of the multilevel structure of learning outcomes. A multilevel
structure is typical for experiments where a sample of participants
work on a sample of experimental items (Baayen et al.,
2008). This was the case in our experiments, in which the
participants answered 60 questions. A multilevel structure is also
characteristic for classroom studies where students come from
different classes. Such multiple levels create dependencies in a
data set which are basically ignored by one-level analysis methods
such as ANOVA or traditional multiple regression analysis.
Consequently, using these methods can be misleading, among
other things by underestimating standard errors and causing
false-positive significance tests (for a discussion for continuous
outcome variables see Richter, 2006; Baayen et al., 2008; for
categorial outcome variables see Dixon, 2008; Jaeger, 2008).

We included class, participant and item as random effects
(random intercepts) when the intra-class correlation of a
dependent variable (a measure to quantify interdependencies in
the data) exceeded 0.05. Thus, models with random intercepts but
with no random slopes were estimated. Such models bear the risk
of inflating Type-I error (Barr et al., 2013). However, including
more random effect variance components also decreases power
and easily overtaxes the information available in the data, leading
to misspecified models that cannot be estimated (Matuschek
et al., 2017). The fixed-effect structure of our models was already
quite complex, making it impossible to estimate several random
slopes and their covariances. Therefore, we estimated models
with random intercepts only. For all models, the distribution
of residuals was inspected visually for normality. For the
interpretation of GLMM results, the predicted probabilities
(back-transformed from the log odds) are reported. Type I error
probability was set at 0.05 for all hypothesis tests. Directed
hypotheses were tested with one-tailed tests.

Results
Differences Between Experimental Groups
There were no group differences between the two learning
conditions with regard to working memory capacity,
t(66.06) = -1.48, p = 0.144, knowledge about reading strategies,
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TABLE 1 | Means and standard deviations of dependent variables and learner characteristics in Experiment 1.

Biology Physics

Massed Distributed Massed Distributed

Variable M SD M SD M SD M SD

Dependent variables

Learning outcome (immediate) 5.95 3.19 4.37 2.47 4.76 2.92 2.93 2.93

Learning outcome (delayed) 4.59 2.78 4.07 2.02 3.63 2.05 3.14 1.73

Perceived difficulty 3.38 0.80 3.35 0.72 3.02 0.82 3.01 0.69

Self-predicted success 2.94 0.70 2.73 0.73 2.72 0.68 2.43 0.59

Perceived similarity 3.34 0.67 3.02 0.65 3.35 0.54 2.95 0.75

Perceived learning coherence 2.90 1.16 2.26 0.95 2.92 0.92 2.36 1.10

Domain-specific learner characteristics

Domain-specific prior knowledge 2.78 2.42 2.93 2.32 3.56 1.92 5.19 2.26

Grades 2.56 0.71 2.48 0.89 2.28 0.70 2.29 0.85

Further learner characteristics Massed Distributed

M SD M SD

Reading ability 17.16 5.53 14.09 4.28

Working memory capacity 0.61 0.13 0.54 0.18

Reading strategy knowledge 54.42 9.83 55.11 11.57

All domain-specific variables are provided separately for the domains. Domain was varied within-subjects.

t(54.28) = 0.13, p = 0.962, or the teacher-reported grades
in biology, W = 832.5, p = 0.122, and physics, W = 820.5,
p = 0.371. However, the groups differed in their reading ability.
The participants in the massed condition outperformed the
participants in the distributed condition, t(65.48) = -2.35,
p = 0.022. Therefore, we controlled for reading ability in all
analyses. Table 1 provides the means and standard deviations
of all dependent variables and learner characteristics observed
in the two experimental groups. Correlations of all measured
variables (including correlations within the learning conditions)
are provided in Supplementary Appendix Table B1.

Learning Outcomes
To test Hypotheses 1 and 2, we estimated a generalized
mixed model with learning condition (contrast-coded:
distributed = 1, massed = -1) and retention interval (contrast-
coded: immediate = -1, delayed = 1) with their interaction and
domain-specific prior knowledge (z-transformed) as predictors.
Text comprehension performance served as the dependent
variable. In addition, we included domain2 (contrast-coded:
physics = 1, biology = -1) and reading ability as predictors
for control purposes. Items and participants were included as
random effects (random intercepts). All estimates are provided
in Table 2.

No main effect of the learning condition was found (β = -
0.11, SE = 0.08, z = -1.36, p = 0.175). No overall difference
in performance was found between the massed condition
(probability = 0.22, SE = 0.03) and the distributed condition
(probability = 0.19, SE = 0.03), OR = 1.24 (95% CI [0.91, 1.70]).
A main effect of retention interval emerged (β = -0.12, SE = 0.04,
z = -2.86, p = 0.004) with better comprehension performance in
the test immediately after reading the text (probability = 0.22,

TABLE 2 | Parameter estimates and significance tests for the generalized mixed
model for learning outcomes in experiment 1.

Fixed effects

Predictors Estimate SE

(Intercept) −1.41*** 0.18

Learning condition −0.11 0.08

Retention interval −0.12** 0.04

Prior knowledge (z-standardized) 0.15* 0.06

Domain −0.32* 0.16

Reading ability (z-standardized) 0.23** 0.08

Learning condition x Retention interval 0.08+ 0.04

Random effects

σ2 3.29

τ00 0.32 ID

1.43 Item

Goodness of fit

Deviance 4157.23

Learning condition (contrast-coded: distributed = 1, massed = -1). Retention
interval (contrast-coded: immediate = -1, delayed = 1). Domain (contrast-coded:
biology = -1, physics = 1). Prior knowledge and reading ability were included
z-standardized. Directional hypotheses were tested one-tailed.
*p < 0.05 (two-tailed). **p < 0.01 (two-tailed). ***p < 0.001 (two-tailed).
+p < 0.05 (one-tailed).

SE = 0.03) compared to the test after 1 week (probability = 0.19,
SE = 0.03), OR = 0.81 (95% CI [0.68, 0.95]). However, this main
effect was qualified by an interaction of retention interval and
learning condition (β = 0.08, SE = 0.04, z = 1.92, p = 0.027,
one-tailed, Figure 2).
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Planned comparisons revealed that the learning outcome
of participants in the massed condition decreased from the
immediate to the delayed test (immediate test: probability = 0.26,
SE = 0.04; delayed test: probability = 0.19, SE = 0.03), z = 3.23,
p = 0.001, OR = 0.68 (95% CI [0.55, 0.85]). In contrast, the
learning outcomes of participants in the distributed condition
remained stable (immediate test: probability = 0.19, SE = 0.03;
delayed test: probability = 0.18, SE = 0.03), z = 0.67, p = 0.504,
OR = 0.93 (95% CI [0.74, 1.16]). At the shorter retention
interval, the participants in the massed condition outperformed
participants in the distributed condition (z = -2.06, p = 0.040),
OR = 1.45 (95% CI [1.02, 2.05]). However, at the longer retention
interval, no difference between the two learning conditions
emerged (z = -0.35, p = 0.728), OR = 1.07 (95% CI [0.75, 1.52]).

Additionally, we found the predicted main effect of prior
knowledge (β = 0.15, SE = 0.06, z = 2.52, p = 0.012), indicating
that text comprehension performance was positively associated
with prior knowledge. A difference of one standard deviation
in prior knowledge corresponded to an odds ratio of 1.16 (95%
CI [1.03, 1.31]).

In sum, we did not find the benefit of distributed reading
predicted by Hypothesis 1. On the contrary, at the immediate
test an advantage of the massed condition was found. This
advantage disappeared at the delayed test, but it did not
turn into an advantage for the distributed condition. In the
distributed condition, we found no decrease between the short
and the long retention interval. Hypothesis 2, stating that prior
knowledge would benefit learning from the text materials was
supported by the data.

Metacognitive Judgments of the Learning Process
We estimated two multivariate linear regression models with the
metacognitive judgments as dependent variables and learning
condition (contrast-coded: distributed = 1, massed = -1), text
(contrast-coded: first text = -1, second text = 1) and their
interaction plus the domain (contrast-coded: biology = -1,
physics = 1) as predictors. We used the R package car for the
hypothesis tests (Fox and Weisberg, 2019). The variables self-
predicted success and perceived reading difficulty were recoded
so that higher values correspondent to higher difficulty and lower
predicted success, corresponding to Hypothesis 3. Means were
estimated from the corresponding univariate linear regression
models using the R package lsmeans (Lenth, 2016).

Meta-cognitive judgments of predicted success and reading
difficulty
The model revealed an effect of the learning condition,
F(2,278) = 3.23, p = 0.041. However, despite the higher difficulty
and lower predicted success predicted by Hypothesis 3, in the
distributed condition, participants in the distributed condition
perceived reading as less difficult (M = 2.75, SE = 0.07), but
predicted lower success (M = 3.34, SE = 0.07) than participants
in the in the massed condition (perceived reading difficulty:
M = 2.90, SE = 0.07; predicted success: M = 3.20, SE = 0.07,
Figure 3). Please note that the univariate tests failed to reach
significance (for both tests: | t| > 1.32 and p > 0.065, one-tailed)
even though the multivariate analysis supports Hypothesis 3.

FIGURE 2 | Interaction of Learning Condition and Retention Interval in
Experiment 1. Learning outcomes (text comprehension) by learning condition
at the short and long retention interval in Experiment 1 (estimated based on
Model 1, back-transformed probability of a correct answer). Error bars
represent standard errors (±1 SE).

We found no interaction between learning condition and text,
F(2, 278) = 0.50, p = 0.606. Thus, participants in the distributed
condition perceived both texts as more difficult than participants
in the massed condition.

Meta-cognitive judgments of perceived similarity and
learning coherence
The model revealed a significant effect of the learning condition
F(2, 137) = 9.13, p < 0.001. In line with Hypothesis 4,
participants in the distributed condition perceived less similarity
and learning coherence between the texts (perceived similarity:
M = 3.00, SE = 0.08; learning coherence: M = 2.26, SE = 0.12)
than participants in the massed condition [perceived similarity:
M = 3.34, SE = 0.08, t(138) = -3.11, p = 0.002; learning coherence:
M = 2.85, SE = 0.12, t(138) = -3.34, p = 0.001; Figure 3].

Discussion
In Experiment 1, learning outcomes were not enhanced by
distributed learning, not even at the longer retention interval.
Nevertheless, learning outcomes decreased from the short- to
the long-retention interval only in the massed but not in the
distributed condition. Consequently, learning outcomes in the
massed and the distributed condition were on par 1 week after the
second text had been read. On the one hand, one interpretation of
this pattern of effects is that distributed reading made the learning
outcomes more stable. On the other hand, given that we did not
find a benefit of distributed reading and the performance in both
conditions was very low in both groups, this pattern might also
be the result of a bottom effect in the distributed condition. Thus,
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FIGURE 3 | Main Effect of Learning Condition on Meta-Cognitive Judgments
of Learning in Experiment 1. Estimated means of (A) perceived difficulty
(recoded, 1: very easy; 5: very difficult), (B) predicted success (recoded,
1 = very good; 5 = very bad), (C) perceived similarity, and (D) perceived
learning coherence (1 = not true; 5 = true) for the learning conditions,
Experiment 1. Error bars represent standard errors (-/ + 1 SE).

distributed learning might have been too difficult for participants
to be desirable for long-term learning. Furthermore, it might be
argued that distributed learning is confounded with the retention
interval. Comprehension questions referred to Text 1, Text 2,
or both texts. As participants read Text 1 1 week earlier in the
distributed condition, the short retention interval for questions
that referred to this text was actually not 5 min but 1 week.

Consistent with previous studies, Experiment 1 showed that
learning from text increased with higher levels of domain-specific
prior knowledge (e.g., Schneider et al., 1989; Ozuru et al., 2009).
The results regarding the meta-cognitive judgments of predicted
success and reading difficulty were somewhat mixed, but seem to
indicate that distributed learning changes the perceived difficulty
in learning, with lower perceived difficulty during reading but, at
the same time, lower predicted success of learning. Furthermore,
the meta-cognitive judgments of perceived similarity and
learning coherence suggest that distributed learning made
coherence-building across texts subjectively more difficult for the
learner, possibly by making the retrieval of information from the
first text more effortful.

The main weakness of Experiment 1 is the potential
confound between learning condition and retention interval.
This confound is a design feature of distributed learning and
introduces some ambiguity into the interpretation of results.
One way to preserve the potential benefits of distributed reading
and simultaneously eliminate the potential drawbacks is to use
a shorter interval between the two texts. This possibility was
explored in Experiment 2.

EXPERIMENT 2

Studies on the benefits of the retrieval practice effect have shown
that retrieval success is essential for long-term retention. Thus,
the low, albeit stable level of learning outcomes in the distributed
condition might indicate that the interstudy interval of 1 week
chosen in Experiment 1 was too long to enable successful retrieval
of information from the first text. Therefore, we changed the lag
between the two texts from 1 week to 15 min in Experiment 2.
This relatively short lag might encourage active retrieval of the
first text when reading the second text. The same hypotheses
were tested as in Experiment 1. As in Experiment 1, we tested
our hypotheses simultaneously with two different sets of texts
from two domains.

Method
Design
Experiment 2 was based on a 2 × 2 × 2 design with the
independent variables learning condition (massed vs. distributed
learning), retention interval (immediate vs. 1-week delay),
and domain (biology vs. physics). Learning condition and
domain were varied between participants, and retention interval
was varied within participants. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of the four resulting experimental groups.
To minimize differences in learner characteristics between the
experimental groups as in Experiment 1, we first formed
homogeneous blocks of participants for each class matched
according to prior knowledge and reading ability and then
assigned participants from these groups randomly to the
experimental conditions (randomized block design) within
classes. All experimental conditions were realized in each class.
The assignment of the two comprehension tests to the two
levels of the factor retention interval was counterbalanced
between participants.

Participants
Participants in Experiment 2 were 160 seventh graders (77
boys, 83 girls), with a mean age of 12.97 (SD = 0.44)
from eight classes of different schools (Gymnasium and
comprehensive schools). For all participating participants,
parental permission was obtained. Participants without parental
permission solved riddles instead of participating in the
experiments (alternatively, they were allowed to visit parallel
classes). As in Experiment 1, participants were randomly assigned
to massed (n = 81) and the distributed condition (n = 79).
Participants received sweets and a magic cube puzzle as a reward
for participation.

Fourteen participants missed one of the two learning
sessions and were excluded from analysis. Thirteen participants
missed the domain-specific prior knowledge test, their data
was excluded from analysis. The data of two participants
was excluded because of technical problems, and one
participant could not complete the experiment because of
language issues. In the end, the data of 130 participants
were analyzed (68 in the massed and 62 in the distributed
learning condition).
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Power Analysis
As for Experiment 1, we estimated the power for a small
interaction effect between learning condition and retention
interval by simulation using the R package simr (Green and
MacLeod, 2016). The power (1-β) for detecting a small effect
(d = 0.3 or OR = 1.72) was high (1.000, 95% CI [0.996, 1.000])
given the Type-I error probability (α ) of 0.05.

Materials
The materials of Experiment 1 were used for Experiment 2
with slight changes. The low learning outcomes in Experiment
1 might be due to the fact that the texts were too difficult.
Therefore, we revised the experimental texts by implementing
more examples and illustrative metaphors. The Flesch reading
ease changed only moderately (Biology 1: 57, Biology 2: 46,
Physics 1: 43, Physics 2: 57).

The comprehension tests (two for each domain with multiple-
choice and short-answer questions) remained unchanged
(Cohen’s κ = 84). The mean item difficulty was 0.33 (SD = 0.20)
for the short-answer questions and 0.52 (SD = 0.13) for the
multiple-choice items.

Reading ability (Cronbach’s α = 0.75), knowledge about
reading strategies, and working memory capacity (Cronbach’s
α = 0.85) were assessed with the same measures as in Experiment
1. In some classes, the RSPAN was aborted because of time issues.
Therefore, for all participants, only the performance of the first
10 sequences was included in the analysis. In the prior knowledge
test, one question from the physics part was dropped to equal
the time spent on the physics test and the biology test (shortened
physics test: Cohen’s κ = 0.86).

Unlike Experiment 1, metacognitive judgments of reading
difficulty and predicted learning success were provided only
after reading the second text to create a massed condition
without any disruption. The ratings of perceived similarity
(Cronbach’s α = 0.30) and learning coherence remained
unchanged. The time allotted for the metacognitive judgments
was set at 5 min, and filler questions were added at the end to
ensure that all participants received the immediate test exactly
5 min after learning.

Procedure
The procedure of Experiment 2 matched that of Experiment 1
with slight changes (Figure 4). After the pretest in Session 1,
the experimental groups were matched by prior knowledge and
reading ability.

In Session 2, participants read the two texts. In the distributed
condition, reading was interrupted by a 15-min filler task between
the first and second text, whereas in the massed condition,
participants read the second text immediately after the first
text without an intervening task. After reading the second text,
the participants completed the assessment of the meta-cognitive
judgments of the learning process, followed by the immediate
assessment of learning outcomes.

The delayed assessment of learning outcomes was
administered in Session 3, which was originally planned for
1 week after Session 1. However, this session was rescheduled

in two classes. Thus, the length of the retention interval varied
between 7 and 9 days.

Results
Differences Between Experimental Groups
No differences were found between the learning conditions in the
teacher reported grades of the participants in biology (W = 438,
p = 0.410), but slight differences were found in the physics grades
(W = 506.5, p = 0.047; massed: Min = 1, Q1 = 1, Mdn = 2,
Q3 = 2, Max = 3; distributed: Min = 1, Q1 = 2, Mdn = 2, Q3 = 3,
Max = 4). Also, no differences in working memory capacity
and reading ability were found between the learning conditions
[working memory: F(1,116) = 0.07, p = 0.788; reading ability:
F(1,126) = 0.11, p = 0.738]. Additionally, no differences were
found between the groups receiving the biology or the physics
texts [working memory F(1,116) = 1.61, p = 0.207; reading
ability: F(1,126) = 0.77, p = 0.381], indicating that the matching
procedure was effective.

Table 3 provides the means and standard deviations of all
dependent variables and learner characteristics observed in the
four experimental groups. A correlation matrix (including the
correlations within learning conditions/topics) of all dependent
variables is provided in Supplementary Appendix Table B2.

Learning Outcomes
To test Hypotheses 1 and 2, we estimated a generalized
mixed model with learning condition (contrast-coded:
distributed = 1, massed = -1) and retention interval (contrast-
coded: immediate = -1, delayed = 1) with their interaction and
domain-specific prior knowledge (z-transformed) as predictors.
Text comprehension performance served as the dependent
variable. In addition, we included domain3 (contrast-coded:
physics = 1, biology = -1) as predictor for control purposes.
Items and participants were included as random effects
(random intercepts). The parameter estimates are provided in
Table 4.

Paralleling the results of Experiment 1, there was no main
effect of learning condition (β = -0.05, SE = 0.09, z = -
0.54, and p = 0.588). Participants in the massed condition
(probability = 0.36, SE = 0.04) performed equally well as
participants in the distributed condition (probability = 0.34,
SE = 0.04), OR = 1.10 (95% CI [0.78, 1.55]). The model revealed a
significant main effect of retention interval (β = -0.13, SE = 0.04,
z = -3.19, p = 0.001), with better performance at the short
retention interval (probability = 0.38, SE = 0.04) compared to the
long retention interval (probability = 0.32, SE = 0.04), OR = 0.77
(95% CI [0.66, 0.91]). Again, this main effect of retention interval
was qualified by an interaction with the learning condition
(β = 0.08, SE = 0.04, z = 1.95, p = 0.025, one-tailed, Figure 5),
as predicted in Hypothesis 1. Planned comparisons revealed
that the performance of participants in the massed condition
decreased between the two retention tests (immediate test:
probability = 0.41, SE = 0.04; delayed test: probability = 0.32,
SE = 0.04), z = 3.79, p < 0.001, OR = 0.66 (95% CI [0.53,
0.82]). In contrast, performance in the distributed condition did
not decrease significantly (immediate test: probability = 0.35,
SE = 0.04; delayed test: probability = 0.33, SE = 0.04), z = 0.84,
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FIGURE 4 | Procedure of Experiment 2 in the Biology Group. An illustration of the procedure of Experiment 2 in the biology group. The example was drawn from the
biology group, the procedure was the same for the physics group with the respective texts for physics. PK = Assessment of prior knowledge; ELVES = Assessment
of reading ability; RSPAN = Assessment of working memory; Biology 1 = first text biology [first text phyiscs]; JOL = assessment of meta-cognitive judgments of the
learning process; Biology 2 = second text biology [second text physics]; and Learning outcomes biology = assessment of learning outcome for biology [assessment
of learning outcome for physics]. Learning outcomes were measured immediate after learning (immediate) and 1 week delayed (delayed).

TABLE 3 | Mean and standard deviation of dependent variables and learner characteristics in experiment 2.

Biology Physics

Massed Distributed Massed Distributed

Variable M SD M SD M SD M SD

Dependent variables

Learning outcome (immediate) 6.41 3.28 6.37 3.85 6.50 2.77 5.12 2.81

Learning outcome (delayed) 5.67 2.97 6.21 3.79 5.41 3.04 5.04 2.41

Perceived difficulty 3.74 0.75 3.33 0.99 3.38 0.85 3.38 0.91

Self-predicted success 2.91 0.57 2.53 0.97 2.79 0.54 2.81 0.78

Perceived similarity 3.39 0.63 3.57 0.68 3.24 0.66 3.24 0.42

Perceived learning coherence 2.76 0.89 2.57 1.10 2.82 1.00 2.56 1.22

Learner characteristics

Domain-specific prior knowledge 1.97 1.85 2.93 2.32 6.24 2.10 5.19 2.26

Grades 2.31 0.89 2.48 0.89 1.82 0.77 2.29 0.85

Reading ability 15.22 3.76 16.10 6.06 17.12 5.99 15.66 4.27

Working memory capacity 0.66 0.18 0.71 0.19 0.76 0.13 0.69 0.17

All variables are reported separately for the domains as domain was varied between-subjects.

p = 0.399, OR = 0.90 (95% CI [0.71, 1.14]). Contrary to
Experiment 1, we found no benefit of massed learning in the
test immediately after reading (z = -1.35, p = 0.179), OR = 1.29

(95% CI [0.89, 1.86]). However, even though the participants
in the distributed condition showed no decrease, they did not
perform better than the participants in the massed condition
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TABLE 4 | Parameter estimates and significance tests for the generalized mixed
model for learning outcomes in experiment 2.

Fixed effects

Predictors Estimate SE

(Intercept) −0.65*** 0.16

Learning condition −0.05 0.09

Retention interval −0.13** 0.04

Prior knowledge (z-standardized) 0.61*** 0.11

Domain −0.46** 0.17

Learning condition x Retention interval 0.08+ 0.04

Random effects

σ2 3.29

τ00 0.32 ID

1.43 Item

Goodness of fit

Deviance 4157.23

Learning condition (contrast-coded: distributed = 1, massed = -1). Retention
interval (contrast-coded: immediate = -1, delayed = 1). Domain (contrast-coded:
biology = -1, physics = 1). Prior knowledge was included z-standardized.
Directional hypotheses were tested one-tailed.
**p < 0.01 (two-tailed). ***p < 0.001 (two-tailed).
+p < 0.05 (one-tailed).

FIGURE 5 | Interaction Between Learning Condition and Retention Interval in
Experiment 2. Learning outcomes (text comprehension) by learning condition
at the short and long retention interval in Experiment 2 [estimates based on
Model 1, back-transformed probability (p) of a correct answer]. Error bars
represent standard errors (±1 SE).

at the delayed test (z = 0.32, p = 0.746), OR = 0.94 (95%
CI [0.64, 1.38]).

Consistent with the findings in Experiment 1 and
Hypothesis 2, we found a significant positive effect

of prior knowledge (β = 0.61, SE = 0.11, z = 5.65,
p < 0.001). A difference of one standard deviation in prior
knowledge corresponded to an odds ratio of 1.84 (95%
CI [1.49, 2.27]).

In sum, we did not find the benefit of distributed reading
for lasting learning that was predicted in Hypothesis 1.
However, we found no detrimental effects of distributed
reading at the immediate but still no decrease in the
distributed condition between the immediate and the
delayed test. Hypothesis 2 stating that domain-specific prior
knowledge would benefit learning from the texts was again
supported by the data.

Metacognitive Judgments of the Learning Process
We estimated two multivariate linear models with the
metacognitive judgments as dependent variables and
learning condition (contrast-coded: distributed = 1,
massed = -1), z-standardized prior knowledge and their
interaction, and domain (contrast-coded: biology = -1,
physics = 1) as predictors. In both models, no significant
main effects of learning condition were found [predicted
success and reading difficulty: F(2,126) = 0.93, p = 0.397;
perceived similarity and learning coherence: F(2,126) = 1.01,
p = 0.367].

Discussion
Experiment 2 replicated the main findings of Experiment 1
but with a much shorter interstudy interval (15 min instead of
1 week). Distributed learning did not lead to better learning
results, not even at the delayed test. Nevertheless, students in the
distributed condition showed no decrease in learning outcome
from the immediate to the delayed test, whereas performance
of students in the massed condition did. This result is especially
noteworthy because both experimental groups performed equally
well at the test immediately after learning. Thus, contrary
to Experiment 1, the fact that the learning outcomes in the
distributed condition did not decrease from the immediate to the
delayed test cannot be attributed to disadvantages due to a longer
retention interval or a floor effect at the immediate test.

Contrary to the findings of Experiment 1, distributed
learning was not associated with higher perceived difficulty and
predicted success. Furthermore, no differences were found in
perceived learning coherence and similarity between the learning
conditions. Apparently, the 15 min interstudy interval in the
distributed learning condition was not sufficiently to make
learning subjectively more difficult. Nevertheless, distributed
learning made a difference for the learning outcomes by slowing
down the decrease in learning from the immediate test to the
delayed test after 1 week.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present experiments addressed the question of whether
distributed learning is beneficial for learning with multiple,
complementary texts, especially in the long-term. The
experiments were conducted with seventh graders who read two
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expository texts from the two domains of physics and biology.
Experiment 1 implemented a long interstudy interval (1 week),
whereas Experiment 2 implemented a short interstudy interval
(15 min). Both experiments showed a highly similar pattern
of learning outcomes. Learning outcomes decreased from the
immediate to the delayed test in massed but not in distributed
reading. Nevertheless, participants who had read the texts in
a distributed fashion performed no better than participants
in the massed condition at the delayed test. Moreover, the
results for metacognitive judgments show that participants in
Experiment 1 perceived the text in distributed reading as less
difficult and predicted that they would be less successful in
recalling information from this text, and they perceived the
two texts as less coherent and less similar compared to massed
reading. This could indicate that the participants recognized
the lower learning coherence and anticipated the detrimental
effects on learning in the immediate test, but did not use these
metacognitive judgments to engage more in reading, what might
have been reflected in higher perceived difficulty and better
learning outcomes. In contrast, no such effects occurred in
Experiment 2 with the short interstudy interval of 15 min.

Inhibitors of Advantages of Distributed
Learning
Overall, we found no support for our assumption that distributed
reading benefits long-term retention. Given that distributed
practice is effective even without repetition, some features of
our experiments, or of distributed reading in general, might
have reduced the benefits of distribution. First of all, long-
term retention was measured 1 week after learning, which is a
relatively short retention interval according to prior research that
suggests retention intervals of 4 weeks or longer (Rohrer, 2015).
As mentioned above, desirable difficulties might play out their
advantages in particular at longer intervals between learning and
assessment of learning outcomes (Rawson and Kintsch, 2005;
Pashler et al., 2007; Rawson, 2012, see also Dunlosky et al., 2013).
This might be also the case for distributed reading.

Another feature that might have reduced the benefits of
distribution, is that we varied the retention interval within
subjects. However, immediate test without feedback facilitates
long-term learning more than a delayed retention test, provided
that retrieval is successful (Karpicke and Roediger, 2010; Greving
and Richter, 2018). If such a testing effect occurred in the present
experiments, students in the massed condition might have been
advantaged, especially in Experiment 1, because of their better
recall success at the immediate test. This advantage might have
led to an underestimation of the benefits of distributed reading.
In future research, a between-subjects variation of the retention
interval should be considered.

Additionally, distributed reading lacks (in)direct feedback.
Research in retrieval practice has shown that feedback is crucial
for retrieval practice effects with short-answer questions and after
an incorrect response (Pashler et al., 2005; Kang et al., 2007). In
distributed practice, the repetition of learning material provides
not only an additional learning occasion but also serves as a kind
of feedback for the retrieval of the first learning session. This

indirect feedback might be essential to the benefits of distributed
learning. For example, in the study by Vlach and Sandhofer
(2012), the concept of food chains was repeated in each biome.
Thus, even if the children failed to remember parts of the food
chain of the biome explained in the last session, they had the
opportunity to update the knowledge and then use the repeated
presentation of the concepts as feedback for their retrieval and
overall comprehension. However, in distributed reading, no such
indirect feedback is provided.

An important distinction of our study is that we investigated
distributed learning in a field setting with younger learners.
The distributed practice effect is a robust finding with adult
learners in laboratory settings, but few studies have investigated
the extent that these findings generalize to younger learners and
to learning in real-world educational settings (Küpper-Tetzel,
2014). However, in school contexts, even distributed practice
might fail to benefit learning, for example due to a noisier
learning environment (Goossens et al., 2016). A recent study
that investigated the effects of rereading schedules in the same
age groups arrived at conclusions very similar to those of the
present study (Greving and Richter, 2019). In this study, seventh
graders read a text about a bacterial cell twice. Rereading was
implemented either in a massed fashion, with no interruption
between reading and rereading, or in a distributed fashion,
with a lag of 1 week between reading and rereading. Students
rereading the texts in a distributed fashion predicted their recall
to be lower, and indeed they showed lower recall and text
comprehension performance, but only immediately after reading.
1 week later, no difference was found between the massed and
distributed condition. Moreover, a lower decrease between tests
occurred in the distributed condition. The performance remained
stable in the distributed condition, but the performance between
the immediate and delayed post-test decreased in the massed
condition. However, distributed rereading appears to have no
advantage over massed rereading even after a retention interval of
1 week. Given the positive results for distributed rereading with
adults (e.g., Rawson and Kintsch, 2005), distributed rereading
might be less effective for younger learners than for adult
learners, possibly because of the lower comprehension skills
of younger learners. A similar relationship might hold for
distributed reading, as investigated in the present experiments.
Thus, research with adult learners seems to be necessary to
evaluate the effectiveness of distributed reading.

Limitations and Suggestions for Further
Research
The results of the two experiments are consistent but need
to be interpreted with a number of limitations in mind. One
limitation of the research reported here is that we were able to
examine the effects of only two lags, which differed considerably
in length. In Experiment 1, we tried to implement an “authentic”
lag of 1 week, which is quite typical for school environments
with a weekly schedule. However, this design decision caused a
potential confound of distributed vs. massed reading with the
time between reading the first text and the retention test in the
distributed condition. We implemented a lag that diminishes this
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confounding variable in Experiment 2 by choosing a lag that
was in line with earlier research on rereading with very short
lags (Glover and Corkill, 1987). However, the school setting put
constraints on the length of this lag, and 15 min was the maximal
lag we could implement within one session. The end result could
have been that the long lag implemented in Experiment 1 was
too long, whereas the short lag implemented in Experiment 2
was too short to produce beneficial effects of distributed reading.
Further research should explore a wider range of lags between
15 min and 1 week.

A second limitation is that the retention interval of 1 week
used in our experiments might have been too short to detect an
advantage of distributed reading. A study with university students
that was otherwise very similar to the present experiments used a
2-week retention interval between the final learning session and
the assessment of learning outcomes, with comparable results
and still no evidence for an advantage of distributed over massed
reading at the long retention interval (Greving and Richter,
2021). However, apart from the fact that university students
differ in many ways from secondary school students, a systematic
manipulation of retention intervals, including also intervals of
several weeks, would be needed.

Finally, although all efforts were made to maximize the
ecological validity of the study, for example by selecting a topic
from the curriculum and typical expository texts, the learning
situation still deviated in several respects from normal school
learning. In particular, the individual results in the learning
outcome measure did not count for students’ grades. Thus, the
study combined a highly demanding learning task with a low-
stakes assessment, which is unusual in school learning and may
have caused the students not to take the learning task seriously
enough. The low accuracy in the learning outcomes measure
suggests such an interpretation.

Conclusion
Despite these limitations, some cautious implications can
be drawn. The distribution of learning episodes is often
recommended as general learning strategy (Schwartz et al., 2011;
Putnam et al., 2016). Refining this general recommendation, our
research suggests that teachers who wish to use distribution of
learning as didactic strategy should restrict the usage to materials
which include at least some kind of repetition.

This research was the first to investigate distributed learning
with multiple complementary texts. We found evidence that
distributed learning might change memory, indicated by lower
decrease between immediate and delayed test, but contrary to
our expectations, it did not lead to better learning outcomes
at a retention interval of 1 week. These results have practical
import. Given well-established benefits of distributed practice,
students are often advised to space their learning activities rather
than massing them in one learning session. However, this advice
is not always restricted to repetitive learning. As noted above,
Schwartz et al. (2011, p. 10) defined distributed practice as
“learning that is spread out across relatively long periods of
time rather than massed all at once.” Similarly, in their study
guide for college students, Putnam et al. (2016) give students the
recommendation to engage in distributed learning because “by

spacing your studying you will learn the material in less time than
if you tried to cram all of your studying into the night before
the test” (p. 655). But is distributed practice a good strategy even
for non-repeated materials? To date, the research on distributed
practice cannot provide a clear answer to this question. It seems
that more research on distributed learning with complementary
learning materials is needed before it can be recommended as an
effective learning strategy to students and teachers. The research
reported here can be seen as a first step in this direction.
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